MARCO SANTIN AND GIORGIO GHERARDUCCI FROM THE GIALAPPA’S BAND
AND FLAVIA CERCATO JOIN R101
ON AIR FROM MONDAY TO FRIDAY, FROM 1 PM TO 3 PM, WITH STILE LIBERO
Segrate, January 2012 – Great news for the line up of R101. From this week joining the team of
presenters are 2/3 of the Gialappa’s Band and a leading female voice of Italian radio.
Marco Santin, Giorgio Gherarducci and Flavia Cercato, from Monday to Friday, from 1 to 3 pm,
will head up the new programme Stile libero (Free style).
“With these prestigious new voices,” declared Guido Monti, the station manager of R101, “our
offer is now more brilliant and complete. Professionals of this level can only enrich and enhance
the schedule with a totally new impulse, but always with the focus of R101 on the most ironic and
genuine entertainment, in line with our most recent claim ‘Forever Fun’”.
As the name of the programme suggests, “free style” will be the key word for the three presenters:
in fact, during the first afternoon they will entertain listeners with features, comments, guests,
contra-news and bizarre comments in the familiar Gialappa’s style. And Flavia Cercato, their
historic correspondent, will have a tough job trying to introduce some order and control over the
two “Gialappi”, ever more abrasive and irreverent. A live show that will soon become an
unmissable daily appointment.
Guests of honour of Stile libero will be the listeners, who will actively take part in the programme
and be continuously surprised by the trio and their “celebrated accomplices”.
Marco Santin and Giorgio Gherarducci on R101 return full time to their first love, radio, with an
amusing programme that is innovative and original in the landscape of Italian radio and perfectly in
line with their personalities a tempo.
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